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Summary 

The space charge effect in the presence of sextupole res- 
onance was studied using the lattice of the SSC low energy 
booster. iVe performed the multiparticle tracking with a self- 
consistent charge distribution. When there are synchrotron OS- 
cillations, a slight emittance growth is observed, which differs 
from the result of non-self-consistent tracking. However, this 
growth cannot be caused by repeated crossing of resonances due 
to sextupolr field in dipoles. The tracking result has shown that 
the emittanre dilution of the whole beam should be considered 
instead of amplitude growth of some particular particles. 

Introduction 

The emittance degradation by space charge is inevitable in 
a proton synchrotron when the beam energy is low. This is a 
crucial problem in the design of high energy colliders such as 
the proposed SSC and high intensity proton accelerators (“Kaon 
Factory”). In the former, the emittance growth at low energy 
may result in the reduction of luminosity, while in the latter, 
the acceptable intensity is primarily limited by space charge. 

Several studies have been done to investigate the space charge 
effect and emittance degradation. For instance, one of the thro- 
retical studies explains the amplitude growth of a particle by the 
repeated crossing of a nonlinear resonance [1,2]. This happens 
when there is a large tune shift due to space charge which is 
modulated by a synchrotron oscillation, especially when the os- 
cillating frequency is high, say, 0.01. Recent studies by tracking 
method have investigated the space charge effect numerically- 
for particular machines, e.g., the SSC low energy booster [3: 
and the AGS booster [4]. 

The treatment of space charge in these studies, however1 is 
not self-consistent or very limited in the number of particles 
when they try to take into account the change of beam distri- 
bution as a function of time. In the present study, we have used 
a supercomputer to estimate a beam shape evolution at each 
lattice element to make the treatment self-consistent witli 1000 
particles for 1024 turns in the SSC low energy booster. The 
only assumption made for the beam distribution is an elliptical 
symmetry in the physical horizontal-vrrtical plane. This is rea- 
sonable in the absence of strong coupling between two transverse 
directions. 
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Tracking Method 

Evaluation of Space Charge 

W’hen an unhunched beam has uniform charge distribution 
in the transverse space with elliptic cross section, the space 
charge field can be calculated from the potential ‘51, 

d(Z,Y) = -X:(4xeo) 

x 
P “;k!$;:‘;,$ ;; ;:’ dt > $++<I, 
J,“” ~a~+t)d~b~+t)w dt - SF “;~~“:,::&‘$j::“ldt. $ + ft > I! 

where t,(z,y) is the valise of lo for which 

~“/‘(a” + to) + y’/(b* + to) = 1, 

with X the charge per unit length. To obta.in the electric field for 
an arbitrary distribution, we divided the beam into a number of 
disks, each with an uniform charge distribution as shown in Fig. 
1. The electric field at an arbitrary point is the superposition 
of the electric fields due to each disk. 

Fig. 1: Reconstruction of the beam distribution by using 

uniform disks. The height of each disk represents 
the density. 

The optimum number of disks was determined taking into 
account a trade-off between the statistical fluctuation of the 
number of particles in each disk and roughness of the estimated 
field as a whole. If n-r ttlok smaller rni~nher of Ilisks. the IIII~II~I( 1 
of particles in each disk should increase so that the accuracy of 
the field due to each disk would he better. However. the com- 
bined field would have a large error at a given position within 
the beam. The situation would be reversed if we took too many 
disks without increasing the total number of particles. Here we 
divided the beam into some 30 disks, since the field calculated 
from particles in these disks reproduced the analytical one most 
closely as shown in Fig. 2. 
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hlodification in TEAPOT 

IYe modified computer code TEAPOT [6] to ha\-e a capa- 
bility to calculate the space charge effect as a kick. Iii this lirapm 
gram, space charge kicks were introduced at tlte center IA ra1.11 
quadrupole. i\‘ith NEC SS-2 stiperc-omputcr, the typic-al (?‘I’ 
time with 1000 particles for 1624 tiirns in the SS(’ booster is 
approximately 25 minutes. 

In order to check the program, we compared the tune shift 
( -0.11 for this case ‘1 obtained from tracking with the one based 
on the Laslett formula [?I, when the initial distribution was I(- 
V [8:. Yo difference was observed between these two within t,he 
expected error of FFT which was used to get tunes from 256 
revolutions. 
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Fig. 2: h’umber of disks vs. integrated discrepancy between 
the field obtained from the tracking particles and the 
one of the analytical form for the gaussian having a 
circular cross section. 

Lattice, Magnet Imperfection and Beam Parameters 

We used the SSC low energy booster for this study 131. The 
lattice has sextupoles after each quadrupole to make the chro- 
maticity zero. Although the momentum spread of the bea.m was 
not taken into account explicitly, these sextupoles for chromatic- 
ity correction were included in the tracking. There is no struc- 
ture resonance of the third order near the working point because 
the superperiodicity is 2. The random sextupole in dipoles will 
be discussed below. 

TVe simplified the linear elements in the machine 1p.v rrplac- 

ing each quadrupole by one thin lens kick, while the dip~~le 
was treated as a sector magnet. Furthermore, WC sirnlilatrd 
the random sextupole errors in all dipoles by introducing tTvo 

pairs of normal sextupoles that drive resonances 3v, : :I5 and 
I/, i- 2v, = 35. 

The strength of these sextupoles were determined to produce 
the stopband width of 1.1 x 10e3 for both resonances. This is 
almost the same as the value estimated for the SSC booster [3] 
and for the Saturne II [9]. The stopbands are estimated from 
the expressions, 

Ae = AELI* C /J~/*B~~~@?.+~@), 

(3v, = 35), 

Ae = 
1 --E’/*(l + ~)C~~/?$~",i(Q=t*Q,+sae), 

6nBp ’ 5 

(4 + 2v, = 35), 

where Qc,y = Jds/P,,, - u,,,6, &,, are the betatron amplitude 
functions, B” is the strength of each sextupole, Bp = 4.066 T 

m, E ~,bl = l.‘i32 x lo-’ K m rad. The widths of these stopbands 
were checked by a single particle tracking using the same lsttice, 
which gave 1.1 x 10s3 and 1.2 x 10m3 respectively. 

For an initial beam distribution, we took a gaussian Tvith 

the normalized rms emittance E,,~ = 0.75 x lo-“r m rad but 
particles beyond 3a are not used in the tracking. 

?‘racking Results 

We observed the rms emittance, Twiss parameters ,Bcy, CY,,~, 
beam population as a function of the distance from the beam 
axis, and tune distribution of the beam after 1024 turns. The 
tune was found from the peak position of the Fourier power 
spectrum using the last 256 turns. 

Figure 3 shows the beam popula.tion as a function of the 
distance from the beam axis and Fig. 4 shows tllne distribiitioii 

after 1024 turns. In both cases, there is no random sextiipole 

or synchrotron oscillation. Different tune shifts for each parti- 
cle give the tune spread a necktie shape. There is no significant 
change of the beam population after 1024 turns. Next \ve CX- 
cited the sextupole pairs representing sextupole error fi<%ltl iii 

dipoles. Some particles with a small amplitude should be close 
to the resonance line. From the result of the tracking we find 

no effect from the sextupoles. 
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Fig. 3: Beam population as a function of the distance frvm 
the beam axis. The star mark indicates the populatioii 
of the first turn and the histogram does the one after 
1024 turns. 
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Fig. 4: Tune distribution after 1024 turns. Solid lines 
shows 3w, = 35 and V, + 2v, = 35 resonances. 
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When there is a synchrotron oscillation, the beam density 
varies along the bunch from a maximum at the center to zero at 
either end. Consequently, the tune shift of an individual particle 
oscillates at twice the synchrotron frequency, 

= v. 5,y - A[1 - f($fF )’ + ;( fz--)’ cos 2v,B;. 
lndB mae 

vhere vO “y is the tune without space charge, A is the maxi- 
mum tune shift that depends on the transverse amplitude, &,a, 
is the bunch length, d,,, is the amplitude of synchrotron oscil- 
lation, and v, is the synchrotron tune. Repeated crossings of 
a resonance are generally considered to be a possible source of 
emittance growth. 

To simulate this tune modulation and crossing, we varied the 
charge density of the beam such that th? tune variation of the 
same time dependence as mentioned above would result. First 
the effect of the synchrotron oscillation alone was examined. 
Since all particles are assumed to have the same longitudinal 
amplitude, (&,,,/dmal)’ = 0.5, the tune shift will oscillate br- 
tween the maximum value and half of the masimllm. Thiq %::I+ 
chrotron oscillation makes the heam emittancr it1 OI+~ :GTII ( I 111~ 
grow about 30 %. Next we added the sextupole pairs represent- 
ing sextupole error field in dipoles. The growth of the emittanck 
is almost the same as the case without sextupole. In order to 
see the dependence on the sextupole strength, we increased the 
strength by an order of magnitude but no substantial change in 
the emittancr growth was detected from this tracking. 

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the rms emittance and Twiss pa- 
rameters obtained in this study. 

Table 1: The difference between the design lattice parameters 
and the Tlriss parameters found from the t,rarking particles 
as an initial distribution. 

% P, a= $ 4 % 
Design beam .677pm 3.82m 0 .5i7bm 7.26~1 0 
Simulation ,571 3.72 -.0429 .5i8 7.20 -.0266 

F, y are unnormalized rmittance. 

Table 2: The rms emittance and Twiss parameters after 1024 
turns for various conditions. 

sxt syn l r a % tu Py OY 

- .59lUrn 4.06111 -.0083 .635um 7.61m .0720 
(4%j 

+ - .56i 

(5%) 
+ ,605 

(6%) 
+ + ,607 

(6%) 
x10 - ,615 

(8%) 

(10%) 
4.03 -.0202 ,618 7.42 .Oi3i 

(7%) 
3.90 .0220 .i4i 7.61 -.0109 

(29%) 
3.88 .0453 .i22 6.71 .0166 

(25%) 
3.93 -.0128 ,720 6.63 -.0490 

(25%) 

r~here ‘sxt’ means the rnnrlonl srxtupolr ZIJICI ‘SJ II’ st;rrrti~ 
for t1 1~ $ynrhrotron o~cillati~~n. Thr s~n~l)ol ‘4’ a1141 ’ 
mean respertivelr lvith and ivithr1111, and ‘ 10’ irlrli~~at~,s 
the inrreastd s~st upolr strrngt 11, 

If we abandon the self-consistent treatment and use the fLved 
charge distribution in calculating the space charge effect, WC find 
somewhat different results. For example, with sextupole pairs 
and synchrotron oscillation, the rms emittance does not grow as 
much. See Table 3. 

Table 3: The rms emittance and Twiss parameters after 1024 
turns with non-self-consistent treatment. 
sxt syn % A a* f+ Py 3 

+ + ,579 4.18 .0562 ,617 7.68 -.038i 

(1%) (7%) 

Conclusion 

Using the SSC low energy booster as a test case, we have 
investigated the space charge effect on the emittance dilution in 
the presence of sextupole resonances. The emphasis was placed 
on the self-consistent treatment of the changing charge distribu- 
tion of the beam for which a large number of particles have been 
tracked. In addition, the multiple crossing of resonances due to 
the synchrotron oscilla.tion has been simulated by periodically 
varying the transverse charge density of the beam. 

Although some emittance growth has been observed in the 
self-consistent treatment, this growth cannot be attributed to 
the crossing of sextupole resonances. One must find the cause 
somewhere else including the undesirable dependence on the 
number of particles tracked. One important result of our study 
is the clear indication that one must consider the emittance of 

the beam as a whole instead of changes in the betatron am- 
plitudes of a few selected particles. One is likely to make an 
unreasonably pessimistic conclusion if a few particles are cvn- 
sidered to represent the whole beam. 

The treatment of the synchrotron oscillation here is not cum- 
pletely satisfactory. The future study should integrate the longi- 
tudinal oscillations in evaluating the self-consistent space charge 
effect. This would be very time-conslIming because of the need 
to take many more particles in the tracking but it is still fea- 
sible with supercomputers such as NEC SX-2 we have used. If 
there is a clear indication from beam observations in low en- 
ergy synchrotrons ( Fermilab booster, for example ) that the 
emittance growth is observed over longer time periods, it may 
become necessary to extend the tracking beyond + 1000 turns. 
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